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For a long time, there has been a consensus in anthropology and ot
that eating and drinking are central elements of human identity. Fo
how closely nature and culture are intertwined.1 Culinary syste
differentiation, ordering and classification of the lebenswelt and t
which the indiv idual has in the world. From it are deriv ed the rules
particular culture use for the production, preparation and consumpt
Lév i-Strauss (1908–2009), therefore, describes the cuisine of a socie
helps translate and depict social structures.2 Therefore, in s
anthropologists such as Lév i-Strauss and Mary Douglas (1921–2007
rev ealing these structures and describing the set of rules that determ

Howev er, what does it mean when the currently most famous B
(*1975), av owedly orientates towards abov e all the Mediterranean
to spread this with missionary zeal,4 when a booklet with the best
and teahouses contains instructions for "tagliatelle with sun dried to
wine",5 and when an A merican cookbook for European readers tri
cheese" as a classic A merican dish? 6 This phenomenon of Itali
ev ident in Germany, Switzerland, Belgium and the Netherlands, is st
drawn considerable interest in food research, particularly in
ex amination of the nation state, migration and globalisation.7
different national cuisines hav e repeatedly emphasised the c
stereotypes for both the construction of one's own and the pe
cuisine.8 Besides this, a new interest in Mediterranean and, in part
emerged motiv ated by health concerns and the v iew of Italian coo
of a diet rich in fish, fruit and v egetables that is low in meat and anim
a change in "taste" or a product of globalisation but rather a pheno
a whole bundle of factors that are intertwined with one anoth
following attempts to trace the outlines of the career of Italian cuisin
the reasons for its great success. It will try to show that, ev en ov er
differences, the pattern of reception retained considerable similaritie

Certainly, there is strong ev idence that eating habits in Europe hav
similar.9 In practice, Italian restaurants ex ist ev erywhere.10 Fig
howev er, are generally av erage; they do not say anything on how
are prepared. In addition, they hide differences and thus also the
maintain their eating habits longer than other elements of their lifest
time, Italian restaurants hav e not only been run by Italians but
although one would ex pect that the padrone of a high-class Italian
Italian descent.

In recent years, it has become accepted that globalisation is not
rather means the migration of cultural goods in sev eral direction
driv en by omnipotent economic powers.11 The determining factor
global dev elopments are adopted and implemented locally and/ or
and consumers.12 This dialectic of globalisation and localisation is v e
Italian cuisine. It is accompanied by the appreciation of regiona
which had already began in the 1930s with the attempts to promot
pushed by organisations such as Slow Food and A rche.13 Concrete
always been inv olv ed. A t the same time, one can see that local tas

important differences in preparation, precisely when certain dishes
connotations are adopted elsewhere. This can be seen in the ex am
produced in countless national and regional v ariations.14 For ex am
herbed oil is always sprinkled ov er the pizza when it is taken out
takeaways in Germany offer pizza with asparagus and sauce ho
countries and Great Britain, pizza is seen as a fast food, while Germ
past – pizzerias which are v isited by families as simple, uncomplica
restaurants.

Indeed, the career of Italian cuisine can only be understood as a tr
the eaters are not passiv e but rather activ ely reconfigure their die
they perceiv ed Italian cuisine as a whole, what they judged to be
elements and dishes they adopted in their repertoire and how
between countries. This leads to the demand to see the career of Ita
of the circulation of people, information and goods that fundamenta
styles of v arious European countries.

Howev er, it is an inadmissible simplification to speak of a n Italian
course, strongly politically and culturally div ided well into the 19th
cooking still dominated the European royal courts into the 16th
century, an international cuisine, strongly influenced by France dro
there were considerable regional differences resulting from the
industrial structures. Therefore, talk of a national cuisine would be
mention that nation states only appeared late and their borders h
always correspond to cultural boundaries. Thus, the food in region
southern Italy is similar due to relativ e closeness in climate and t
methods and structures, which mean that the same products are av
how to differentiate so-called national cuisines is also problem
foodstuffs, spices or methods of preparation/ dishes? The Italian
France, here in the v ariation of the pissaladière. In Turkey, one eat
lahmacun, in Elsass Flammkuchen and in Germany Zwiebelkuchen.17
in Germany, and dishes similar to risotto ex ist in Spain ( paella ). Pisto
to season bouillabaisse in Marseille, hardly differs from Genov ese
tapas are v ery similar to Italian appetisers. The differences are sub
the wake of the professionalization and increasing international m
flood of gastronomic literature that began in the 19th century.18 W it
the 18th century, the professional gastronomy in France has been
classic dishes, whereas the Italians resisted the unifying influences
equiv alent to the middle-class, nationalist cookbooks that had bee
since the middle of the 19th century only appeared in Italy in 1891 w
l'arte di mangiar bene by Pellegrino A rtusis (1820–1911).20 If the fol
cuisine and its influence, then this is fully conscious of the fact
inadmissible simplification which requires further refinement thro
products or dishes and ex tension with a critical reconstruction o
Europeans had of Italian food. W ithin the analysis, it is necessary
agents and intermediaries of these processes of cultural transfer thr
of Italian eating habits and customs arriv ed in other countries,
intellectual luggage of those trav elling through Italy or migran
literature or the concrete offers of trade.

T he Importance of the Grand T our and T our

Mov ements of migration and trav el are in general an important
foodstuffs and the establishment of relationships of ex change
continents; this is the case for potatoes, coffee and sugar, which
wake of colonisation.21 This is particularly clear from the ex ample
A merica as a melting point; here the div ersity of the cuisine is a
div ersity. It is therefore of particular importance that since the 18th
the destination of those seeking edification and that the grand
22
conclusion of the education of ev ery young man.
In
trav elogues were written and published. In accordance with t
concentrated on art and culture, but increasingly turned their a
economy and daily life. The picture they drew of Italy was of poli
pov erty, lawlessness and lethargy. The popular culture with it
sociability should as a moral force help ov ercome the predominan
country. The beauties of the country also included the abundance
which – along with its pleasant climate – made Italy appear to
A ccording to the Italienische Reise (1786–1788) by Johann W olfg
, the paradisiacal surroundings shaped the disposition and p
cheerfulness of Italians, who worked to liv e. He saw the resulting
for Italy's technical, scientific and economic backwardness,23 whic
primary reason for the simple, unsophisticated and authentic cuisin
century trav el literature sought this authentic cuisine, and trav elle
compared to the increasingly common international hotel cuisine
Clearly, knowledge of foreign eating habits was ex pected as p
trav ellers, albeit not always the adoption of them.24

For trav ellers in search of an authentic ex perience of trav el, a grow
with practical information on planning and undertaking a journey h
century. Merchants, pilgrims and gentlemen had always used
Howev er, the appearance of the Handbook for Trav ellers on the Co
by the Briton John Murray (1808–1892) marked the creation of a mo
guidebook which contained maps and information on hotels, i
customs.25 This model was repeatedly copied, in Germany abo
(1801–1859), whose guides so dominated the market that his name
an entire literary genre. A lready the first Baedeker on Italy from
introduction to Italian catering and its div ision into osterias, trattoria
bars, as well as a rough description of Italian food and in c
recommended restaurants and particular regional specialities.26 T
took up ev er more space,27 until at the turn of the 20th century a new
that concentrated almost ex clusiv ely on eating and drinking.
the guide by Hans Barth (1862–1928) Osteria: Ein Führer durch Italien
bis Capri (1908), which also sought to meet the educational appe
with the many quotations littered through it.28 The increase in car
further spurt of dev elopment. Howev er, the new guidebooks for d
Guida gastronomica d'Italia , were not a genuinely Italian inv ention.
model as already published in 1914 by the French Touring Club .29 Th
present Italian cuisine as uniform, but rather emphasised regional di
as traditional and the v ery reason for the charm of trav el. In the

large, internationally known and to date most important gastrono
Guide Michelin, which from 1923 contained not only driv ing routes b
restaurants; in Germany, the V A RTA -Führer came into the shops in 19
Millau. In Great Britain, too, The Good Food Guide, which first
presented and ev aluated restaurants.30

The dev elopment of trav el literature indicates in general the growin
trav elling to Italy. This suggests that it was sought out as an im
ex perience of trav el. The local Italian tourist industry recognised th
association for the promotion of tourism ( E.N.I.T.; Ente Nationale
targeted a discriminating and affluent clientele that had time to di
clientele was inv ited to participate activ ely in the country's c
presented with the differences in the cultural code of Italian cuisine
simple, but the quality of the ingredients, the careful preparatio
regional differences easily compensated for this. Knowing these s
cultural capital that defined social distinctions. In the period of nas
subtleties were urgently needed in order to maintain social differen
trav ellers in search of edification and culinary ex periences, there w
For the latter, who had to be careful about money and therefore
guesthouses or at a camping site, a new type of guidebook appea
abov e all contained practical tips, information on cheap restaurant
they played up to the stereotypes of Italian cooking and its redu
These publications frankly and openly recommended eating
restaurants of the less wealthy where guests could buy a meal for
breath, they assured their readers that ev en the Florentines, famou
tastes, ate pizza now and again instead of enjoying an ex tended, tim
result, the number of restaurants where customers ate standing, wh
the decline of Italian cooking, increased considerably.32

Nev ertheless, tourists sought out the "genuine" Italian or regiona
beginning of the 20th century, Italian restaurants adv ertised
"genuine Roman" or "genuine Italian" cooking, which in turn is
economic use of stereotypes. Those dishes appeared which tod
Italian – pizza, Neapolitan spaghetti, fonduta and bagna cauda fro
tortellini and lasagne from Emilia-Romagna.33 In addition, th
photographs of Italian street scenes often sold as postcards to b
besides depictions of landscapes, one is struck by the pictur
spaghetti drying in Naples's streets
or how men and boys eat
34

One should, howev er, not ex aggerate the actual impact of tourism
the promotion and critique of tourism were far ahead of re
opportunities of the European population in this time were still v ery
adoption of Italian cuisine did not coincide with the mov ements of t
per cent of Britons went on holiday abroad and of these only 17 p
1975, i.e. the period in which Italian cuisine was booming in literature
was only sev en per cent, while a third of trav ellers went to Spain,
barely left any traces in the British or German culture of eating.36 Thi
spread of Italian cooking. Instead, the images of Italy were emotio

the ubiquity of Italy in magazines, in numerous Hollywood films s
songs and the corresponding artists,38 Italian fashion and design of
impression of Italy established itself in people's heads that rested
18th century and could be quoted whenev er needed. In this w
promoted directly; it also acted as a reference for the adv ertisemen
for ex ample the V espa. Here, the country only serv ed as a backdro
life.

Italian Migration

Of at least the same importance as the stream of trav ellers to Italy w
migrants. Labour migration, abov e all motiv ated by pov erty, had b
18th century. In the early modern period, especially artists, plast
terrazzo layers, i.e. trained and well-paid craftsmen, trav elled abroa
as sutlers followed armies, so at the beginning of the 20th century d
ice-cream makers
leav e Italy in order to supply wine, tropical
compatriots, who placed considerable v alue on their nativ e cuisi
anchov ies and Parmesan cheese, but also macaroni, were commo
Paris and London as early as the 19th century. Cities with large
e x a m p le Hamburg, also already had Italian greengroceries.39
dev eloped into tav erns or restaurants.40 A lthough initially inte
eateries were increasingly sought out by Germans. In addition, o
Italian chefs who played an important role, at least at the sout
brought their culinary knowledge and, to a certain ex tent, their pr
parlours were a special case
: since the 19th century, Italian
swarmed out of the 37 v illages in the v alleys of Zoldo and Cald
Dolomites across all of Europe in order to sell their ice-cream in su
return to their homeland in winter.41 In this point they clearly differ
and cafes set up in Soho or the W est End in the last quarter of the
supply the Italian immigrant communities. These mostly consisted
young men running from military serv ice. A bov e all they attracte
little money but hunger and curiosity for new dishes. Many of the
theatre districts. The 1860s and 1870s witnessed a v eritable boom
restaurants. A n important attribute of these restaurants was t
picturesque decor.42 This decor had a drawing power of its own:
opened in 1890 the Osteria Bav aria in Munich, which was admitted
style frescos and offered Italian wine but serv ed German food.43 In
were two Italian restaurants around 1900 that had been wine tav e
used by the 2,000 Italians liv ing there as a meeting place; howev e
by Germans.

The Italian migrants were seen as willing and industrious workers w
Employers v alued them due to their moderation. It was, howev e
rejected German food entirely, forming squadras to employ their
only the foodstuffs imported from Italy by the factory owners. W he
the long term, there were protests or remigration.45 This was a con
trav el and gastronomic literature regarding the adherence to old
often stated simplicity of the cooking was observ ed critically by m

dieticians, particularly the Italians' low consumption of meat.46 In th
were abov e all interested in creating a diet for workers that emp
Their research demonstrated, in comparison to other Europ
consumption of meat, cheese and eggs – indeed, animal fats
consumption of bread, v egetables and wine, as well as the regiona
Because the amount of animal protein was generally seen as the me
diet,47 the scientists were v ery sceptical of Italian cuisine, not leas
that pellagra was endemic in the maize-growing areas due to a
Italians' food was seen as weak and parallels to the their short
Howev er, later studies of the workers of the Ruhr area in the 19
already ev ident from those of the 19th century – that this diet w
health and performance. A fter the discov ery of v itamins in 1913 an
so-called lifestyle diseases resulting from a diet high in meat a
changed and the earlier alleged disadv antage of Italian cooking bec
adjusted v iew of Italian cuisine, high in fruit, v egetables and v itami
with the new dietary teaching; it also fitted better into the econom
and 1930s and the Fascist politics of Benito Mussolini (1883–1945), w
promote Italian identity.49 In this way, knowledge of how others
underpinned one's own culinary identity but also legitimised
consumption by adopting traditional elements. Increasingly, Italian
good ex ample of a healthy and politically correct diet.50

Gastronomic Literature

From the 1950s, these dev elopments were taken up by the consta
gastronomic literature. A s ev ident from the abov e-mentioned ex am
Pellegrino A rtusi, which is commonly seen as Italy's first national coo
literature from Italy was receiv ed with something of a delay: A rtusi'
Spain in translation in 1917, where it was followed by new editions
least based on the relev ant national library catalogues, translatio
appeared in France, Sweden, Norway, Poland, Finland or Czecho
translation was first published in 1986, in the Netherlands in 2001 and
i.e. that period of reception which A lan W arde (*1949) has describ
search for authenticity in ethnic cuisine. Clearly, only Spain had the co
successful marketing of the book due to its similar culinary system
cooking, while the gastronomic literature of the other countries
translate these concepts itself. In these countries, single Italian reci
the different national cookbooks. Thus, the first edition of the classi
Dav idis (1801–1876)
from 1845 contains a recipe for "Ma
51
Parmisankäse [sic!]". A t the beginning of the 20th century, co
countries came out, for ex ample Julius Menschl's book Eine kuli
1913.52 From the 1920s, recipes with the adjectiv e "Italian" appeared
or gastronomic journals. Specialised cookbooks on Italian cuisine
same time, first in Switzerland and A ustria, i.e. countries with dire
cultural ex change between the neighbouring peoples created the n
differences. Ev en the title of V ittorio A gnetti's book – "not just maca
that stereotypes had already acquired dominance. A ccording to the
Italian was to ex tend the culinary horizons of the reader, "to bring s
and original onto the gastronomic territory". Cosi si mangia in Italia

and Die gute italienische Küche by Maria Gaeta-Hahne from 1928 c
Italian cooking with the common picture of a cuisine for poor pe
Italian cuisine ev en ex celled that of the French in taste and richness.

Other publications before the Second W orld W ar also sought abov
myth that Italian food was humble and consisted mostly of pol
sauce.54 In so far as the results of the research on v itamins had beco
and the restaurant menus – first after the First and then after th
became more simple, the simplicity of preparation, freshness, qual
ingredients became precisely the positiv e attributes of Italian
knowledge of a supposedly authentic and unadulterated cuisine on
of cultural capital and a sign of social distinction after the Second
financial considerations lost importance in the choice of food, the
longer just the quantity and prestige of an indiv idual foodstuff but a
authenticity and skilled preparation. A fter 1950, an increased int
became ev ident in journals, which in the past had only occasio
national cuisines. Here, Faustine Régnier has shown that the me
"foreign" were loaded differently in Germany and France, and that
of recipes with different foci: in Germany the emphasis was on M
France on the A rabic, A frican and A sian.56 The printed recipes not o
an ex tremely limited repertoire of Italian ingredients, but they also
the v ery limited culinary horizons of their readership and their still li
a result, the books' authenticity was incomplete. Thus, the wom
reflect more aspirations than real practice.57

The success of specialised cookbooks suggests, howev er, that int
from the 1950s: Margrit Diethelm's book Mit Tomaten und Parmesan
appeared in 1939, but only now achiev ed popularity. Graphically a
44,000 times before 1955; before 1980, it went through 15 new editi
Buon A ppetito published by Heyne-V erlag earned a similar respon
ten times before 1973. Characteristic of the dev elopment is the m
cuisine. Thus, Diethelm's book sported the subtitle "the aroma
appeared in a series of cookbooks for "epicures". W hile the recipes
labelling changed, indicating a considerable shift in the perception
longer appeared as the poor man's cuisine. This was also ev ident i
Clemens W ilmenrod (1906–1967)
, who was ex tremely popular
research in – amongst other countries – Italy, discov ered new
Germany with idiosyncratic creations of seemingly Italian prov e
replacement of cheap paperbacks by the laboriously produced co
that today dominate the market.

Significantly, the dev elopments in other European countries took a
Britain, Mediterranean Food by the legendary cookbook author Eli
appeared in 1950. In 1954, came Italian Food ,59 a collection of simpl
without pictures that still has a considerable reputation today. In Fra
of an Italian cookbook by Romeo Salta appeared under the title
italienne in 1963, while in the Netherlands a short work De italiaa
Salomonson-Keezer (d. 2005) was published in 1967. Cooking of
A merican journalist W av erley Root (1903–1982) 6 0 , which in 1968 wa

ov erv iews of national cuisines by Time-Life International that is still
particularly important role. Like the other books in the series, th
opulent. The recipes here were actually addenda or illustration
amusing and well-written discussion of the country and people, th
Italian cuisine and the (sometimes still ex otic) ingredients. From
Swedish and German translations appeared. The latter clearly achie
in Germany there were fiv e new editions before 1983 with in tota
Root tried unsuccessfully to build on this with The Best of Italian
ex tremely remarkable that of all people an A merican should st
adv ocate of Italian cooking. The cookbook published by Sophia Lor
the title In cucina con amore had an entirely different character. It c
on Italian culture and geography; it did not hitch its wagon to the pa
obtain ingredients. Instead, it depicted Italian cuisine as uncomplicat
seemingly personal stories and comments from the div a coup
glamorous world of film. Loren used the cookbook after the birt
herself in a new role as faithful and caring wife and mother, as a mo
accordance with this, the book contained photos of her preparing m
but also amongst the colourful range of Italian produce, thereb
pattern of depiction. This and the many references to ev eryday to
considerable degree of authenticity that underlay its success. A ll
direction adopted by increasing numbers of authors and publisher
chose identical titles, for ex ample the French cookbook Cuisine à
from 1974. Howev er, one must acknowledge that well into the 1980
only trickled from the printing presses. The market for books on
relativ ely small; only in the 1980s did the boom begin, which culmin
of Italian cookbooks at the beginning of the 21st century. Up until th
Italian recipes and authentic ingredients were promoted by mag
general or thematic cookbooks.6 2 A fter an early peak in the 1950s,
recipes also increased continually after 1970 in the journals studie
more closely at their design, one can see that the portion of Italian
considerably more than in the French magazines after the Second
v arious reasons for this. A central factor might be the abov e-men
meaning of "ex oticism" in the two countries. For all the regional d
was probably less ex otic for the French due to the geographical pro
countries and the similarities in the products av ailable than for the
society, for which ev en garlic and Mediterranean herbs were new
had to grow accustomed. Howev er, in both countries towards th
desire to know about the food of other cultures dev eloped
competence, while also reflecting the wanderlust that many could n
due to economic reasons. A uthenticity, the permanent ex tension o
and the lifelong education of the palate now became cultural goods
ex press one's lifestyle. A t the same time, chefs became media star
topic of mass-media communication. A fter 1945, restaurant criticis
feature in the Sunday editions of British newspapers and such re
German Zeit and the French Le Monde; the restaurant critic was b
gastronomic magazines and guides increased.6 4

Food became a subject matter that not only dominated the conv e
but was also a refined topic at parties and social occasions.6 5 Sym
emergence of TV chefs and their dev elopment into media stars: t

came from the USA , which produced the first TV chef – Marcel Bo
was on air between 1937 and 1939. Countless others followed,6 6 fo
Julia Child (1912–2004) in the USA and Clemens W ilmenrod in W este
people actually used the recipes, which ones they prepared, or h
restaurant tips, is – howev er – questionable. A ccording to a poll in
per cent of buyers of women's magazines read the recipes printe
cent of them tried them within the nex t 14 days.6 7 In other words:
deeply inv olv ed in the creation and maintenance of the gastronomic
democratisation.6 8 Its influence on the actual changes in lifestyle w
limited or, at best, unfolded v ia a protracted trickle-down effect. T
felt anyway after the creation of a corresponding culinary infrastru
Italian foodstuffs and the necessary cooking implements or, p
globalisation of the foodstuffs industry, which made, for ex ample,
Here, alongside the migrants, the TV chefs' connections to the
decisiv e role. W ilmenrod, for ex ample, promoted tomatoes – no
flair, but because the German marketing cooperativ es were s
tomatoes and paid him for it. Other celebrities ev en created b
name.70 It is characteristic that the promotion of a foreign cuisine
hand in hand, which all in all meant the commercialisation of the ethn
and spread of structures of production and trade.

This was particularly true for the Italian ingredient par ex cellence, th
in Italy from Latin A merica in the 15th century and in the middle of
northwestern Europe v ia A ustria. Here, it quickly spread after th
ex pansion of the Italian tinning industry began at the end of the 19th
Between 1897 and 1908 alone, this increased its production tenfol
spread to northern Europe: the areas in Germany planted with tom
1,388 hectares between 1913 and 1927.72 From the 1920s onwards,
them into tomato paste or puree, whereby the so-called Italian tom
transformed into a ready-made sauce through the addition of dill,
the 1940s, the "strongly concentrated tomato sauce associated with
emerged as a new product in the tinning industry, which clea
ex amples.74 Noodle and spaghetti dishes with tomato sauce were a
the end of the First W orld W ar and were seen as elegant: for ex amp
Hausfrau from 1938 portrayed a couple eating spaghetti in a dignifie
1939 the stylish magazine Die Dame showed a chef in a restau
preparing spaghetti.76

The industry used the market opportunity with these tomato produ
W orld W ar created ready-made meals based on them: for ex ample
cooperation introduced tinned rav ioli to the German market;
partially ready-made meal, which imitated Spaghetti á la napolet
Netherlands, similar products only appeared a decade later.78 O
A merica to northern Europe. This is abov e all true of the pizza, wh
little Italies, the Italian communities of large A merican towns – had
USA . The pizzerias there played a decisiv e role in the popularisatio
was also in the USA that the frozen pizza was patented, which
bestseller.79 It was introduced into Germany in 1973. Sales were in
this rose by 1980 to 23,000 tonnes and by 2007 to 253,000 tonne

citizen eats on av erage two frozen pizzas per week.8 0

The Italian Institute for Foreign Trade (I.C.E.) promoted the distribu
and the profile of Italian cuisine ov er the long term through wide
leaflets and brochures. These publications, which were created thr
with the Italian academy for gastronomy, claimed that the "dawn o
science and art of fine eating" emerged with the "epoch of the Ita
postulated that:

Die Freude an der guten Küche ist, wie jene der Kunst, tie
v erwurzelt. Sie harmoniert außerdem in den v erschiedenen Reg
des Klimas, der Schönheit der Orte, der V erschiedenheit der Ge
Talenten der städtischen und ländlichen Bev ölkerung: um es ku
V ielfalt des italienischen Genusses .8 1

Here, one can see clear echoes of motifs within the image of Italy th
literature of the 18th century. A t the same time, this offered model
A lthough the v ariety of Italian cooking was presented in r
same time this v iew was increasingly constricted to the "wide-rangi
of dishes based around the tomato. Tomato sauce, for which A rtus
only giv en one recipe, had by 1950 progressed to the centre of tha
to be Italian cuisine.

Pizzeria und Osteria in Germany : T he Spread
Restaurant after 1945

This leav es the question of how Italian restaurants came to be suc
picture of European cities. The majority of these are the children
ev en if, as mentioned abov e, there were already Italian establishme
Munich in the 19th century. These eateries offered Italian flair but no
Italian food. This would change with the restaurants that spread f
For Germany, one must refer to the first pizzeria in Heidelberg
supposedly as a meeting place for the GIs stationed there who al
restaurant from the A merican Little Italies. In 1958, the first pizzeria i
type of restaurant had roughly plastered walls, checked tablecloths
bottles – those elements which Italians believ ed would giv e the gue
ev ening that they were in Italy.8 2

There are more precise figures for the spread of Italian restaurant
A msterdam: they indicate considerable differences between
Germany, and between Germany and the Netherlands. It is notable
such considerable and steady success ev en though Turks and Yugos
them among the gastarbeiter .8 3
The spread of Italian and ot
not, howev er, correspond ex actly to the significance of Italians in th
after 1945. For ex ample, in the post-war period, the Chinese w
specialised ethnic restaurants ev en though they only played a marg

migration in Germany, Britain and the Netherlands.8 4 In London, for
restaurants already had an Italian character in 1901, but by 1914
dominated the scene.8 5 In A msterdam, the number of Italian res
those of A sians in 2004. Here, Indonesian cooking played an
immigration from the former colonies,8 6 while in London the larg
from the Commonwealth was v isible and contributed to the cent
restaurants.8 7

Tab. 1: Ethnic Restaurants in Berlin and Munich 1961–

Berlin
Italian
Restaurants

Chinese
Restaurants

Greek
Restaurants

Yugoslav ian
Restaurants

1961

6

6

–

2

1970

44

16

5

35

1980

173

68

22

77

1990

467

252

102

89

Italian
Restaurants

Chinese
Restaurants

Greek
Restaurants

Yugoslav ian
Restaurants

1950

5

1

–

1960

5

3

3

2

1970

26

10

7

13

1980

54

22

41

17

1990

121

45

24

26

Munich

Source: The author's own figures based on the Munich business dir
onwards and that of Berlin from 1961.

In other words: the decisiv e factor was not the actual mov ements o
number of immigrants but the strength of the ethnic economies a
A bov e all in the 19th century, the foundation of "ethnic" restaurants
to supply compatriots, but increasingly the Italians saw in them th
new businesses in a foreign country. This was the case in W este
when economic dev elopments caused many of the Gastarbeiter
had arriv ed in the 1950s and 1960s to lose their jobs. It did not re
knowledge to open a simple restaurant and the capital needed
friends or families could help prov ide it.8 8 For long-term dev e
whether and how an ethnic cuisine created a particular image and so
migrant cuisine has a low social status, which is reflected, for ex am

Howev er, in contrast to other migrant cuisines, the Italian manag
status: today, Italian restaurants occupy the best sites in European
segment; this is not true of their Turkish and Chinese counterpar
eateries barely influenced the liv ely restaurant culture of the W e
though Turks form the largest migrant group. Their eateries are
segment of the fast-food catering and kebab shops, which has cre
industry.9 0 Clearly, therefore, there is a hierarchy of migrants or di
This hierarchy is different in each European country and the ind
cuisines hav e different v alues depending on the country. Thus, pizz
Great Britain is unanimously seen as fast food, and its place of sale
the Pizza Hut chain, originally established in the USA , has had con
W hile in Germany pizza is certainly increasingly ordered from a tak
the pizzeria has been preserv ed as a cosy restaurant v isited by f
result of significant div ersification, lux ury restaurants and pizzerias
end this is a result of changes in the economic framework. Through
against other ethnic cuisines with a considerably lower price, Italian
considerable pressure in the 1990s. A s part of this growing com
div ersified, creating a new type of discerning and ex pensiv e res
common with the simple eateries of the 1960s and 1970s and h
standards. W ithin this, the earlier economic pressure gav e way
cucina pov era , which is not cheap due to the use of high-quality
which modern ascetic epicures celebrate as the height of simplicity.
to the impact of physical and dietary practices within the lifestyles
as described by the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1930–20
subtle differences". A ccording to him, health and slimness play a ce
upper social classes. Fat-inducing pizza does not fit well with t
restaurants celebrate Italian cuisine with light dishes and small porti
been made popular not least by A ncel Keys (1904–2004). In co
European colleagues, he prov ed in sweeping epidemiological s
Mediterranean countries, and abov e all of Italy, which are low i
v egetables, oliv e oil and fish, are accompanied by a low risk of ca
Together with his wife Margaret, he published the cookbook Ea
which soon came out in different European v ersions, for ex amp
Britain in 1959, and in Germany under the title Der gesunde Feinschm
book sought to sum up the ideals of Italian cuisine, in practice the re
with Italian cooking and ev en less with culinary pleasure.9 3 It was o
calorie counting and the reduction of fat and meat consumption at e
German edition, the recipes hardly ev oke the Italian taste. Howev e
in Germany alone there were three new editions before 1968. The b
the spirit of the age and its image of controlled and disciplined eate
cookbooks has so multiplied that one can barely keep track of th
which Keys inspired – "Mediterranean cuisine" – has become firm
medicine,9 4 despite all the changes whereby the Mediterranean ar
growth in the consumption of animals fats and meat. This does not
the contemporariness of the model presented and its commercial u
Ministry for A griculture and Diet published a new official edition.

Conclusion

A s has been shown, long before the beginning of the supposed Ita
nuanced knowledge of Italian cuisine ex isted. This knowledge wa
social scale and transformed into a form of status-defining con
understanding of "genuine" and "authentic" cuisine. The traditio
emerged as a co-construction of the promotion of foreign trade a
1960s fitted well to a culturally ambitious strata of intellectu
pretentions that adopted this new form of eating. A t the s
commercialisation of Italian products and dishes took place in cate
industry, the beginnings of which are perhaps to be found in the USA
unifying influence. Howev er, the reception of Italian cuisine and its
different in the different European countries. A ltogether, Italian cu
clear its div ersity and to mobilise the idea that protecting cultura
env ironment was socially beneficial in order to ensure its own pla
div ersification of ethnic cooking.

Today, Italian cooking is in some ways the smallest common cul
European society whose dietary habits are otherwise ex trem
commercialised. W ith all the national differences in the receptio
structure nev ertheless offers throughout Europe – if not the wor
therefore seemingly reliable basis, at the same time opening points
broad range of culinary possibilities. The discerning, the health-cons
hearty but also the fast Italian cuisine are v ariants whose common b
ev en when the actual consumption takes place at entirely different s
and accordingly an enormous v ariety of Italian products are offere
of all these v ariations is still probably to be found in Italian cuisine
and thus pure, genuine and simple, whereby it meets the desire for h
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